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Message from
Chairperson
CA Santhosh TV
Chairperson

Dear Readers,
Looking backward is perceived as a negative thought but occasionally it can be fulfilling.
Especially when my term as the Chairperson is coming to an end. Leading a vibrant
organization like BCICI is challenging yet satisfying.
The term started with easing of first wave of Covid-19 and governments across the world
started lifting the travel restrictions. BCICAI took pioneer steps to lead the conversion back
to physical from virtual and conducted a few physical CPE events and sports activities,
where all other CA chapters across the world waited with fingers crossed. When we received
enthusiastic support from speakers and sponsors, we decided to convert our planned oneday virtual International Conference to two-days physical conference. But the challenges
faced were unimaginable, the second wave of Covid-19 started hitting across the world. In no
time countries across the world started putting the travel restrictions. We were in no mans
land just a week before the International Conference. The team stayed rock solid behind
the plan and persuaded all the speakers and dignitaries to attend the event in physical.
Enthusiastic support of our members ensured a memorable 13th International Conference.
Even though second wave of Covid-19 impacted heavily, BCICAI conducted all the events and
programs as per the schedule and members participation were amazing. We have conducted more
family events than any other year irrespective of the challenging time. Maiden family bowling event,
Tree planting in pocket forest, Maiden Tennis Tournament, 75 Crore Suryanamskar Challenge, Cricket
Tournament, Football Tournament, Badminton tournament to name a few among them.
This is the first time we have started our International Conference with a celebrity speaker, Mr.
Ashish Vidyarthi. He rocked the stage and set a perfect tone for the 13th International Conference.
We were fortunate to get some wonderful speakers like PR Ramesh, TP Oswal, Amar Patnaik,
Mohit Ralhan, Viral Acharya among others to speak in our forum during the last year.
I am passing on the baton to CA Sharmila Shet, a very capable leader and an excellent team
worker. I am confident that BCICAI will reach newer heights under the able leadership of CA
Sharmila, the first women leader of our chapter. I wish all the best to CA Sharmila and her
team for a wonderful and fulfilling term.
I have moved on from Bahrain with another carrier option, see you all soon during the AGM.
With Warm Regards,
Signing Off, CA Santhosh TV
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Message from the
Editorial Team

Yoga at every home
Yoga is a light which once lit wil l never dim,the better
your practice the brighter your flame.
A quick glance at our calendar for June & July 2022 witnessed benefits of Yoga as we dedicated
the month with the theme “Yoga at every home” where we organized Yoga Quiz & programs
which was conducted in association with the Indian Embassy and other Associations. Apart
from the Yoga celebration we conducted several technical events & also BCICAI badminton
tournament. This month also witnessed the BCICAI election where we introduced the
new team followed by a technical session on India Update Regulatory Landscape, NRI
Investments, and Pitfalls which was conducted in collaboration with ELAN. All the events
were well-attended and appreciated by members.
We received numerous article write-ups, poems, arts from our members which are indubitably
sufficient to hold the interest and admiration of the readers. We are sure that the positive
attitude, hard work, sustained efforts and innovative ideas exhibited by our members will
surely stir the minds of the readers and take them to the surreal world of unalloyed joy and
pleasure.
We would love to hear your feedback and ideas on what you would like to see in the coming
time. We sincerely hope that you enjoy reading this edition and continue contributing towards
the magazine.
Sincerely,
Editorial Team
CA Gaurav Agrawal - Editor
CA Flenil D’Souza - Co-Editor
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Article
NON-TRADITIONAL and
NON-CONVENTIONAL
AREAS FOR PRACTICE BY A
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
CA Kannan Sundar Rajan

Governments across the globe are constantly investing
their time and energy in uplifting GDP and Economy of
their respective nations. This is possible only if they
have top productivity in all sectors and in turn by
employing professionals to run their corporates and
business entities. If we take top Positions in any entity
namely an Independent Director, Internal Auditor or
the CEO, the individuals holding these positions will be
a Professional Accountants working in Corporates.
•

A competent professional accountant in business
is an invaluable asset to the company. Accountancy
professionals in business assist with corporate
strategy, provide advice and help in reducing
costs, improve their top line and mitigate risks.

When we talk about professional accountants, we are
referring to none other than Chartered Accountants as
recognized by The Institute of Chartered Accountants
of India, but on a different note the world of Chartered
Accountancy comes with four types namely:

Chartered Accountant Audit - Chartered
Management Accountant – Chartered
Certified Accountant – Chartered Finance
and Public Accountant

With rapidly evolving business environment,
introduction of new-age companies and startups,
increased number of going public, and increasing
regulatory and reporting requirements, the role of
auditors has increased manifold.
With this understanding in the backdrop and having
been triggered by attending a virtual mentorship
program on “How to Develop Growth Mindset,
Developing Practice Globally, Nationally and State-level
in Traditional and Non-Traditional Areas” conducted
by CPE Committee of ICAI recently, I am desirous to
undertake further research and in particular to show
more light on the Positive aspects of concentrating
on the Non-Traditional and Non-Conventional Areas
of Practice and the expected gains therefrom for any
Practicing Chartered Accountant.

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE BY A CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT
•

In the Corporate World of Large and Medium
Businesses, it is often enquired, especially when
one comes across Successful Entities, as to “Who
is the CEO?” and more particularly as to Who is the
Professional Financial Accountant, when we come
across Cost Effective and Profitable Business
Enterprise.

•

Post liberalization, privatization and globalization
Chartered Accountancy have become most
sought after and a rewarding Career in terms of
prospects in India as well as abroad.

And each one displays varied professional
competencies, whether in business or in practice.
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India on
their part has set up expert panel to support CAs.
In an apparent bid to enhance audit quality, ICAI has
set up an expert panel to support practicing Chartered
Accountants. It will address queries and concerns on
auditing aspects related to statutory audits.

It is to be realized here that we are talking about a
Professional Chartered Accountant who is part of an
entity either as a founding CEO or as an employee.
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As well there is a breed of professionals who will be
referred to as Practicing Chartered Accountants.
•

•

•

•

•

These Practicing CAs apply their expertise and
exposure to multifarious Acts, Laws, Rules &
Regulations and Provisions of Social Laws that
includes Companies Act, Labor Laws, Direct and
Indirect Taxation Laws, Commercial Tax Laws as
also to Forensic Accounting and Fraud Detection
and Cyber Crimes.
A practicing Chartered Accountant is his own
boss and acts in a professional manner and in
line with maintaining his professional ethics, acts
responsibly towards running his/her own firm as
also as a Partner in his Partnership Firm, towards
those Interns and Articled Clerks working under
him and inculcating an environment of Discipline
and well behavioral working culture.
A Successful Practicing Chartered Accountant,
takes care of the running his firm and its
overheads by well planned acquisition of clients
and taking care of their requirements by well
executed services and timely generating the
expected Revenue.

•

The Work of a Professional Chartered Accountant
starts the moment he/she takes up an assignment
under his/her purview and ends the moment he/
she puts his/her signature in the related Report
as a culmination of the said assignment. Thus,
the Signature of a CA has more value and will be
considered as a final authority in any court of law that
includes The Parliament of the ruling government.

•

Unlike Lawyers and Legal Experts who will be
summoned by a Corporate Client to act in defence
after the disputable event has taken place,
Chartered Accountants will be summoned to take
pre-emptive measures prior to or in advance, so as
to safeguard the Company’s Assets or Resources.

The Four Pillars of Traditional Areas of Practice by a
Professional Chartered Accountant are:
Audit Assurance
Financial Accounting

Also, a practicing-chartered accountant is
required to have a well-mannered Socializing in
public, by direct contact or through the widely
available digital communication. He should have
a good calculative mindset when it comes to
accepting a professional service by well-planned
cost calculation for the service and for reasonable
billing on the Client.

•

A Practicing Chartered Accountant is well
regarded in the Corporate World and in Public in
general. It is a well-known fact that an Auditor’s
Report on the Financial Standing of an enterprise
or a Corporate Entity remains a vital document
as being considered by both existing and ensuing
investors as well as government entity including
the Court of Law.

Data Analysis
- Business Strategy – Technology
- Communication – Economics- Business & Legal
Drafting.

TRADITIONAL AND CONVENTIONAL AREAS
OF PRACTICE BY A CA
•

the laws passed by the government from time to
time, particularly the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code. Under this code when a Company has been
declared bankrupt, then its control will be passed
on to an insolvency practitioner.

Chartered Accountants are considered as the
backbone of any economy, since they have the
ability to fine tune the short comings in any society
in terms of its economy and financial standing.
Chartered Accountants have an extremely important
role in the success and proper implementation of
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Direct and Indirect Taxation
Financial & Data Analysis (Management Accounting)
Chartered Accountants are well trained to carry
out their practice in the traditional way and will
be at their best when it comes to Reporting and
Service to their Clients. Professionals in general,
they be CA/CS/CPA/CMA come out with a blend of
knowledge and training in the above areas and on
top of these can be most reliable in subjects like –

Chartered Accountants as well as other professionals
like CPAs etc. are most sought after for advice over
business decisions considering the fine blend of legal
implications, tax implications, financial implications
cost implications, management & internal controls, risk
management etc..
In the recent past, National as well as International
markets are looking for professional expertise to
deal with Forensic Services, E Commerce, Startups
and MSMEs, Cyber Security, Digital Economy and Data
Protection Services Guidance on Recovery Mechanism,
Insolvency and Bankruptcy etc..
Professional Chartered Accountants have an important
role to play while executing their services in terms of
maintaining:
•

Confidentiality, Trustworthiness, Integrity and
to Maintain Professional Ethics

•

The world of a practicing Chartered Accountants
is getting competitive by every passing day, as
every qualified professional is thriving to deliver
his/her best.

•

In such a scenario, let us make an attempt to
identify and unearth the “Non-Traditional and
Non-Conventional areas”, that can be taken up
by practicing Chartered Accountants.

NON-TRADITIONAL and NON-CONVENTIONAL
AREAS OF PRACTICE BY A CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT
•

•

15th July’2022 has been a remarkably important day
for 12,449 Successful Fresh Chartered Accountants
who appeared for their Final Examination held in
May’2022.In other words the World of CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS has to accommodate a fresh
batch of successful students and with that the
Competitiveness of these professionals to serve the
society becomes more intense. Of these fresh CAs
we may not know as to how many of them choose the
prestigious Professional Practice either individually
or in partnership with a colleague, but still, it is
open for them to realize that there are umpteen
number of Traditional as well as Non-Traditional
areas of Practice in this society both at their State
level or National Level as well as at International
level in the capacity of a representative of an MNC
having international operations.
We have covered in the previous chapter, those
areas of Traditional and Conventional arena to
practice as a Chartered Accountant and hence it

is time to cover those Non-Traditional and NonConventional Areas of Practice as a CA.
•

The Need or Necessity for a professional chartered
accountant to look out for Non-Traditional areas
of practice:

•

Qualified chartered accountants can easily be
identified from an ordinary accountant from
the way he handles client’s requirements, visà-vis Review and Analyze data and presentation
of a Financial Statement with all its supporting
schedules and documents. Same time we have
hundreds of qualified chartered accountants to
do this, and it becomes monotonous over a period
of time during the course of his Audit Practice.

•

At this point he might be looking for some change
of operations in his regular practice as also to give
a tough competition to his fellow professionals and
particularly to earn an uninterrupted income for his
business or practice as a Chartered Accountant.

•

In order to support such professionals looking for NonTraditional and Non-Conventional areas of Practice,
we take pride in providing these areas in brief:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Transfer Pricing
Payroll Processing
Forensic accounting and Fraud Prevention
Valuation
RERA Certification and Compliance
Startup and MSME
Accounting under CST Act, Return Filing and
Periodical Consultancy
Mergers and Amalgamations
Consultancy under Succession Laws
Aatma Nirbhar Bharat Projects
Teaching and Professional Coaching for Students
of CA, CS and CMA.
Agricultural and Rural Development
Sustainable Economic Development
Consultancy under Charitable Societies Law
State Laws Regulating Chit Funds
Consultancy Under Stamp Duty Act
Consultancy Under Labor Laws
Cooperative Societies
Finance for Non-Finance Executives
Opportunities under Companies Law-Liquidation,
Oppression and Mismanagement.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

On a Conclusive note each of the above avenues open
for a Practicing Chartered Accountant shall be dealt
with in detail through another Article. Please be on
the lookout. Thank You.
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Insure with Solidarity through
the following digital channels
Solidarity.com.bh
WhatsApp ChatBot 1713 0000
Video Insurance
Digital self service at our branches
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Article
WD Gann’s Theory
Strategy - Some
Rules of the stock
market
CA Clifford D’souza

Rule :1

Rule 9

If the high price of the entire week is achieved on
Friday, expect higher prices next week.

When the price starts rising from a particular level,
Rs.100 or 100% rise whichever is earlier becomes a
strong resistance.

Rule 2
If the low price of the entire week is achieved on
Friday, expect much lower price next week.
Rule 3
In a highly uptrending market weekly low’s is achieved
on Tuesday
Rule 4
If market is in strong down trend (if main trend is
down), the weekly highs are generally achieved on
Wednesday.
Rule 5

Rule 10
When price crosses the high of the last 3 days it tells
us about much more higher prices on the 4th day.
(Traders can buy it on the 4th day and place a SL order
Rs. 3 below the last 3 days high) (vice-versa).
Rule 11
If subsequent correction is greater than the previous
correction both in terms of price & time magnitude,
this is an advance indication that trend is changing.
Rule 12

When the price crosses the high of the last four weeks,
it’s an advance indication of more higher prices.

50% of the last highest selling Price is the strong
support area. Any stock which is trading below this
50% level is not the useful for investment.

Rule 6

Rule 13

When the price breached the low of the last four
weeks, it’s an advance indication of more lower prices.

If a price is rising for 9 consecutive day’s at a stretch,
then there is highly probability for a correction for 5
consecutive days. (Ratio is 9:5)

Rule 7
In an up trending market if the prices breaks the 30
DMA & remain below it at last for 2 consecutive days, it
tells us of a much more great correction (vice-versa).
Rule 8
If the market rises for 5 consecutive days, there is a
high probability that correction will be last for 3 days.
(Ratio is 5:3).

Rule 14
Don’t ignore a double bottom & triple bottom signal on
a monthly chart, after a minimum gap of 6 months. (
advance indication for mid term investment)
Rule 15
Don’t ignore a double top & triple top signal on a
monthly chart, after a minimum gap of 6 months. (Not
the right place for investment / entry, price may fall)
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NEW 2022

STEP INTO
A NEW ELEGANCE

The 2022 Lexus ES takes on a sleeker appearance with a more distinctive grille, slender
headlamps and stylish wheels. With improved quietness and modified touchscreen, the ES
elevates performance and design to a whole new level.

Sitra: 17737773 lexus.com.bh
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LexusBahrain

Events
Executive Committee 2022-23
It is a proud moment for BCICAI, we have elected the
first women Chairperson to lead our chapter for the
next term.
The following is the list of Executive Committee for the
year 2022-23.
CA Sharmila Shet, Chairperson
CA Sthanumurthy Viswanathan Meera, Vice Chairperson
CA Nisha Sharma Kotwani, Secretary
CA Clifford D'Souza, Treasurer
CA Ekansh Agrawal, Joint Secretary
CA Flenil D'Souza, Joint Treasurer
CA Shribharathi Maheshkumar, Excom Member
CA Aswathy Udayarajan, Excom Member
CA Abhishek Gupta, Excom Member
CA Ankush Malhotra, Excom Member
CA Sumeet Khopkar, Excom Member

Wishing the new team all the best,
and a great year ahead.

India Update Regulatory Landscape, NRI Investments, and Pitfalls
BCICAI conducted the election meeting followed
by a technical session on the topic “India
Update: Regulatory Landscape, NRI Investments
and Pitfalls” conducted in collaboration with
“ELAN”. The session includes insights on the
Indian regulatory landscape and NRI pitfalls by
eminent Chartered Accountant and past
Chairman of SIRC of ICAI, CA Jomon K. George,
and an overview of NRI investment avenues by
Mr. Amitav Sinha, Director – Invest Advice.
The event was attended by more than 150
members.

Tree Plantation
BCICAI successfully carried out a tree planting event at Bhavan's School.Each of the saplings were planted
along with signages naming the members sponsoring them. We thank all the members for the excellent
participation and generous sponsorship. We look forward to your ongoing support in our forthcoming events.

e, slender
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Events
“NAVIGATING INVESTMENT MAZE IN THIS DECADE :
RISING COMPLEXITIES AND THE NEW NORMAL”
The BCICAI conference titled “Navigating Investment Maze in This
Decade: Rising Complexities and The New Normal” was held on 8th June
2022 at Crowne Plaza, Bahrain. The event was attended by members and
other invitees. Our guest speaker, Mr. Mohit Ralhan, Managing Partner
& Global Chief Investment Officer from the TIW capital group, spoke
exponentially of how macroeconomics impacts the markets and the
economy’s pricing. He shared an insightful presentation on how we can
navigate through the investment maze in this decade along with the
rising complexities and the new normal in the global economy. He spoke
on various strategies which can be followed to ensure that returns are
consistently achieved even during difficult times. The speaker stressed
that a good fund manager should also be able to get good returns in
difficult periods.
He further spoke on how the stock exchanges have been growing simultaneously and how inflation, money supply,
and interest rates invariably affect any country’s long-term wealth and economy.
The speaker also statistically explained how history repeats itself in the market, making the session more
informative and interesting for the members. The session was attended by more than 100 participants.
We thank everyone who supported us and made this seminar a grand success.

International Yoga Day
BCICAI celebrated the 8th International Yoga Day under
the patronage of the Embassy of India, Kingdom of
Bahrain by organizing a Yoga Day special Quiz (Virtual
through Kahoot!) for School Children in Bahrain.
His Excellency Mr. Piyush Srivastava, Ambassador of
India to the Kingdom of Bahrain was the Chief Guest
for the inaugural session. The quiz was conducted by
CA Maheshkumar Narayan.
The event was attended by 500 children.

Winners of Yoga Quiz Competition

1st

2nd

Viswadath Edachali Rajesh
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3rd

Vidhu Vilas

Fadhil Ahamed

Events
BCICAI Blood Donation Drive
BCICAI organized a blood donation drive at King
Hamad University Hospital. We thank all members
and families for the overwhelming support for the
blood donation campaign.

Badminton Tournament 2022
BCICAI conducted a Badminton Tournament followed by a CA day celebration.
CA Ekansh Team won first place and CA Zaki Team won second place.
We thank all the participants and family members for making it a memorable event.

Media Coverage
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The Platinum Card®

Apply today and receive
US$ 250 welcome credit.*

Scan to apply.
*Terms and conditions apply.
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This Card is issued by AMEX (Middle East) B.S.C. (c) pursuant to a license from American Express. American Express is a registered trademark of American Express.
AMEX (Middle East) B.S.C. (c) is regulated and licensed by the Central Bank of Bahrain as a Financing Company.

ICAB (Indian Chartered Accountants in Bahrain)

Toastmaster Club

Chartered in Oct 2005 and part of TMI’s Area 7 District 20`

DID YOU KNOW?
•

ICAB is the World’s First Chartered Accountant TM Club.

•

All Chairperson of BCICAI in the immediate Past decade, have been associated with ICAB.

•

ICAB has held meeting for past 15+ years on 2nd and 4th Wednesday of each month.

•

ICAB has been consistent in maintaining the “Distinguished Club Program” status of the
TMI Program.

•

ICAB has successfully trained many personnel to improve their public speaking and
leadership skills, through club-activities and mutual support from all members.
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BCICAI speechcraft program 2022 was successfully held and conducted by Team ICAB. This year the
Speechcraft (SC) workshop was conducted in physical meeting format and was attended by 17 participants.
The workshop was spread over 6 week period (Every Friday from June 10th to July 15th) covering various
aspects of public speaking skills and provided an opportunity to BCICAI members and their immediate family
members to improve and build their confidence to engage on professional and social front and upgrade
their communication and listening skills. A Grand Finale session was also held amongst the participants who
displayed a scintillating performance in the International speech and Table topic categories and winners were
selected by a group of external proficient judges from Toastmasters fraternity.

Speechcraft Finale 2022 winners
Position

International Speech

Table Topics

First

SC Kaushik P

SC Morvin

Second

SC Prema D’Souza

SC Kaushik P

Third

SC Maria Ann

SC Prema D’Souza

With Toastmasters, the learning never stops.
ICAB meetings are now being held in physical mode twice
a month. Our fortnight meeting are held on 1st and 3rd
Wednesday of each month @ 7.15pm onwards. We would be
delighted to welcome you to attend the club meetings as a
Guest and have a feel of the Club experience.
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Let’s Meet
Aug 10th 2022
Meeting#425
Aug 22nd 2022
Meeting#426

C2A Toastmasters Club

(Communicate 2 Achieve) Sponsored by ICAB Toastmasters Club in June 2019

Felicitation Ceremony of
Outgoing Excom (2021/22)

TM Varunica Kasinath
Vice President – Membership (2022-23)

The most effective motivation for anyone is the recognition of their efforts and achievements!
The felicitation had commenced with our Past President TM Anjali Gupta for having led the club to
the highest recognition from TMI ‘Presidents Distinguished Club’. She also recognized the efforts
of all executive committee members for their enthusiasm, hard work and dedicated leadership
in support of the President. She presented the club’s achievements in the year 2021-2022
aligned with the theme of ‘Engage, Enrich, Empower’. It was a proud moment for all of us. She
congratulated each executive committee member, all members of C2A for their extraordinary
support and wished the incoming executive committee greater success in the journey ahead.

Mementos were presented for each executive committee
member recognizing them for their efforts and
outstanding leadership during the term in the presence
of our Division A Director DTM Sanjay Gupta and Area 7
Director TM Shruti Sharma.
A video presentation showcasing the Journey of C2A
Toastmasters Club in the year 2021-2022 was done by our vibrant past VP-PR TM Varunica
Kasinath. As the video was being presented, the members of C2A, the families and the audience
were all reminded of the proud achievements of C2A in the past year.

THANK YOU OUTGOING EXCOM 2021-2022
President 		

TM Anjali Gupta

VP-Education 		

TM Priyanka Purohit

VP-Membership 		

TM Puspita Roy Choudhury

VP-Public Relations

TM Varunica Kasinath

Secretary 		

TM Shraddha Rokade

Treasurer 		

TM Neelam Gupta

Sergeant At Arms

TM Vijayalakshmi Krishnan
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Installation Ceremony of
Incoming ExCom (2022/23)
The new officers were installed in accordance with the parliamentary procedures by our Area 7
Director TM Shruti Sharma. Every executive committee member was briefed of their roles and
responsibility by the installation officer TM Shruti Sharma as the gavel was passed on from one
executive committee member to the other from the Sergeant at Arms to the President.

Our Past President & Club Mentor TM Anjali Gupta pinned the officer badges on the new executive
committee members wishing them continued success.
The incoming President TM Priyanka Purohit in her acceptance speech vowed to take the club
to greater heights with the support of the members. She has chosen ‘Individual Excellence,
Collective Triumph’ as the theme for this term.
The new executive committee of C2A Toastmasters Club took charge from the 1st of July 2022.

WELCOME INCOMING EXCOM MEMBERS (2022-2023)
President 		

TM Priyanka Purohit

VP-Education 		

TM Puspita Roy Choudhury

VP-Membership 		

TM Varunica Kasinath

VP-Public Relations

TM Vijayalakshmi Krishnan

Secretary 		

TM Dhvani Sheth

Treasurer 		

TM Nidhi Gupta

Sergeant At Arms

TM Linda Mathew

As a token of appreciation for the executive committee and members of C2A, a badge stating ‘I
am a proud member of C2A Toastmasters’ was presented to all the members for their continuous
support and as an encouragement to continue their support with the same energy and enthusiasm
throughout our journey.
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Law Corner
Summary of Some of the
notifications published during
the month of June 2022

Adv. Madhavan Kallath
Mobile No. +973 3995 3988
Email : madhavan@kallathandco.com

Resolution No. (76) of 2022
On granting a license to practice the activity of “Private Executer” for Wathaeq Private Executor WLL
Resoultion No. (80) of 2022
Concerning the re-formation of a committee for the destruction or delivery of materials and tools sentenced
to be confiscated.
Resolution No. (82) of 2022
On granting a license to practice the activity of “Private Executer” for KPH Private Executor WLL
Resolution No. (50) of 2022
Forming a disciplinary board for auditors in the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism.
Royal Order No. (16) of 2022
Judicial appointments.
Law No. (21) of 2022
Amending some provisions of the Social Insurance Law issued by a Decree Law No. (24) of 1976.
Resolution No. (29) of 2022
Re-forming of the national committee of the World Trade Organization.
Resolution No. (84) of 2022
On granting a license to practice the activity of “Private Executer” for Hantisfeel other support services W.L.L.
Resolution No. (68) of 2022
On granting a license to practice the activity of “Private Executer” for AL Raed Private Executor WLL
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Resolution No. (69) of 2022
On granting a license to practice the activity of “Private Executer” for AL Rawd Conference Private Executor WLL
Resolution No. (70) of 2022
On granting a license to practice the activity of “Private Executer” for AL Kassib Private Executor WLL
Resolution No. (71) of 2022
On granting a license to practice the activity of “Private Executer” for Trio Private Executor WLL
Resolution No. (72) of 2022
On granting a license to practice the activity of “Private Executer” for Tanfeed Private Executor WLL
Resolution No. (73) of 2022
On granting a license to practice the activity of “Private Executer” for Dhaman Legal Support
Resolution No. (74) of 2022
On granting a license to practice the activity of “Private Executer” for Ghasan Abdulrahman Al Obaidly Private
Executor WLL
Resolution No. (75) of 2022
On granting a license to practice the activity of “Private Executer” for Haitham Bughamar Private Executor WLL
Resolution No. (87) of 2022
On renewing of the Private Notaries.
Resolution No. (30) of 2022
Issuing a guide to regulating the partnership between public and private sectors.
Resolution No. (38) of 2022 pae
Amending Article (3) of Resolution No. (29) of 2020 regarding the regulation of the examination system for the
practice of health professions in the National Health Regulatory Authority.
Resolution No. (39) of 2022
Regulating the practice of private medicine in government hospitals.
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Executive Committee 2021-2022

CA SANTHOSH VARGHEESE
Chairperson

CA VIVEK GUPTA

CA SHARMILA SHET

treasurer

vice-Chairperson

CA STHANUMURTHY
VISWANATHAN MEERA
secretary

CA NATASHA GOPALAKRISHNAN

CA GAURAV AGRAWAL

joint treasurer

joint secretary

CA EKANSH AGRAWAL

CA RADHIKA PARESH KUMAR ZINZUWADIA

CA ARUN SAMUEL MATHEW

excom member

excom member

excom member

CA FLENIL DSOUZA

CA ABRAHAM GEORGE

excom member

excom member
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2022
Audit | Tax | Advisory

Expect Excellence.
grantthornton.bh
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